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House Resolution 1862

By: Representative Murphy of the 120th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending and saluting the exemplary civic, cultural, and professional achievements of1

Timothy B. Miller of Atlanta; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Timothy B. Miller is a resident of Lithonia, Georgia, and has studied3

extensively in music and opera, including receiving his Bachelor of Arts from Morehouse4

College of Atlanta, Georgia, with a major in vocal performance and receiving his master´s5

degree in vocal performance from Mannes College of Music in New York, New York; and6

WHEREAS, Timothy B. Miller has professional and teaching experience in the vocal arts7

and opera, which includes professional appearances for Clark Atlanta University, the8

Metropolitan Opera Guild, and a variety of notable churches; and9

WHEREAS, as his talent as a singer emerged, Timothy B. Miller became a star tenor10

performer and continues to inspire the hearts of all those who hear him sing; and11

WHEREAS, this talented featured soloist with an exuberant and strong tenor voice adds his12

personal trademark on traditional musical works presenting anew the time-honored classics13

and touching the souls of his audience; and14

WHEREAS, Mr. Miller is also a very positive role model for the young adults challenging15

them to be all that they can be with the talents they have been provided; and16

WHEREAS, his dedication to music and many talents and accomplishments are an important17

contribution to the citizens of Georgia and are worthy of praise and recognition.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body commend Timothy B. Miller for his extraordinary20

accomplishments and extend to him their best wishes for his continued success and21

happiness.22
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House is authorized and directed to1

transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Timothy B. Miller.2


